CinEast in cooperation
with MELUSINA present

KLEZMER MUSIC WITH A BALKAN, PUNK AND JAZZY TOUCH
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PROGRAMME
19:30 Doors
20:00 KLEZMAFOUR
live concert
22:30 DJ KOSTA KOSTOV
(until 3am)

KLEZMAFOUR
Unorthodox klezmer band for the
first time in Luxembourg!
Klezmafour comprises 5 (not 4) outstanding
Polish musicians who share their love for
traditional Eastern European Jewish klezmer
music, updating it with contemporary jazz,
Balkan, Arabic and even punk rock elements. The
resulting unique blend of “then and now”, infused
with masterful instrumentation (including
instruments like the goblet drum and the
futujara), infectious melodies and a big dose of
youthful energy guarantees a joyful experience.
Hailing from the town of Lublin, Klezmafour - with
Andrzej Czapliński on the violin, Wojciech
Czapliński on the clarinet, Rafał Grząka on the
accordion, Kamil Siciak on percussion and
Gabriel Tomczuk on the double bass – have won
two prizes at the prestigious Amsterdam

TICKETS
Concert&Party: 12/15€
(pre-sale&CinEast pass/door)
Party only (from 22:30): 5/7 EUR
Online presale: 12 EUR
www.luxembourg-ticket.lu

International Jewish Music Festival and played at
numerous major festivals and clubs in Poland, as
well as in the UK, Spain, Germany, the Czech
Republic, Slovakia, the Netherlands and Turkey.
Earlier this year they also had the opportunity to
perform at they Szczecin Philharmonic, backed
by the whole orchestra.
Debuting in 2011 with their album 5th Element,
the band released their latest opus W górę
(Higher) in 2014, adding synthesisers and beats
programming to the mix, making the sound even
fresher, while still retaining the traditional folk
feel.
www.klezmafour.pl Video 1 Video 2 Video 3

DJ KOSTA KOSTOV
After the gig, DJ Kosta Kostov, the mastermind
behind the monthly parties Balkan Express and
Favela Blast, will take over the dancefloor with
his legendary blasts of rhythms and energy. Born
i n
Bulgaria, based in Germany
and at home around the
world, the DJ and
producer Kosta
Kostov never stops
searching for the
best global tunes
and his sets
present
a
furious blend of
sounds from
here and there,

including his own compositions, remixes and
mashups, in which Balkan, Mediterranean,
African as well as Brazilian rootsy flavours meet
house, ragga, dubstep, funk and electro sounds.
He has performed at major festivals around the
globe like Roskilde, Womex, Rec-Beat and Sziget
and turned up the heat in clubs all around the
world. As a producer, Kosta has released 7 EPs
(including Pusha, his latest collection mixing
Balkan and Brazilian traditional sounds) and a
respectable number of remixes (recently for Mr.
Zarko, Rafael Aragon and the Bubamara Brass
Band) and mixtapes. Be prepared for anything
and everything!
soundcloud facebook video
More info: www.cineast.lu / www.melusina.lu

